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Ž .In this paper we work out a deformation of G r, n , the grassmannian of
r-subspaces in a vector space of dimension n over a field k of characteristic 0.
Ž . Ž .G r, n is deformed as an homogeneous space for SL k , the special linear groupn
n w Ž .x Ž .of k ; this means that k G r, n , the coordinate ring of G r, n , gets deformed
w x Ž .together with with the coaction of k SL , the coordinate ring of SL k , on it.n n
Our deformation comes together with a coaction of the corresponding deformation
Ž .of SL k . At the end we give an explicit presentation of the deformed grassman-n
nian, in terms of generators and relations. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The concept of quantum homogeneous space has been first introduced
w xby Manin 1 in the context of the quantization of linear algebraic groups
over a field k, algebraically closed and of characteristic 0. A quantum
homogeneous space is a deformation of the coordinate ring of an algebraic
variety on which there is a transitive action of a linear algebraic group G,
together with a coaction of the quantum group associated to G. An
Ž .interesting example of a homogeneous space is the grassmannian G r, n
of r-subspaces of a vector space V of dimension n. The special linear
Ž . Ž . w Ž .x Ž .group SL k acts on G r, n ; k G r, n , the coordinate ring of G r, n , isn
w x Ž .given by the subring of k SL , the coordinate ring of SL k , generatedn n
by the determinants of certain minors.
Ž .A first attempt to provide a deformation of G r, n as a quantum
w xhomogeneous space was made by Taft and Towber 2 . In their paper they
w Ž .xexhibit a deformation of the ring k G r, n together with a coaction of
w x w xk M on it, where k M is a deformation of the matrix bialgebra. Theq n q n
418
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w Ž .xgenerators of the deformed ring k G r, n are in one to one correspon-q
1 ??? r Ž .yl Žs .dence with the quantum determinants D s Ý yq a ???i ??? i s g S i s Ž1.1 r r 1
w Ž .x Ž . w y1 xa g k SL k , a deformation of SL k over k s k q, q , 1 Fi s Ž r . q n n qr
i - ??? - i F n and satisfy some of the relations satisfied by the D1 ??? r 's.1 r i ??? i1 r
However, not all the commutation relations among the D1 ??? r are providedi ??? i1 r
there explicitly.
w xIn 3 Lakshmibai and Reshetikhin take a very different approach to a
generalization of the same problem. They give quantizations for all the flag
manifolds of the classical groups using a quantization of the universal
enveloping algebra associated to the Lie algebra of the group. Their
approach is very abstract; their quantization depends on the duality
between the quantized coordinate ring and the quantized universal en-
veloping algebra of a group G, and they do not exhibit explicitly the
deformations of the Plucker relations.È
w xA similar approach has been taken also by Soibelman 4 , but his
treatment is even more abstract and the non-commutative ring of the
quantum grassmannian is not exhibited in any explicit way.
w Ž .x Ž .In this paper we define k G r, n , the deformation of G r, n , in a veryq
w Ž .xnatural way as the subalgebra of k SL k generated by the quantumq n
1 ??? r w Ž .xdeterminants: D . k G r, n acquires naturally a quantum homoge-i ??? i q1 r w Ž .xneous space structure: the coaction of k SL k on it is given by theq n
w Ž .x w Ž .xcomultiplication in k SL k restricted to the subalgebra k G r, n .q n q
The difficulty is then transferred to the determination of the commutation
rules between the quantum determinants and of the quantum PluckerÈ
relations.
The relations satisfied by the quantum determinants are of two types:
Ž .1 commutation relations: for q s 1 these state the commutativity of
the coordinate ring of the grassmannian;
Ž .2 quantum Plucker relations: for q s 1 these reduce to the classicalÈ
Plucker relations.È
The question arises whether these relations give a presentation of the
deformed grassmannian. We prove that this is true if we change the base
Ž .ring from k to A the local subring of k q at q s 1, i.e., the ring of allq q
w x Ž .elements x s frg, f , g g k q , g 1 / 0.
w Ž .xAt the end we briefly discuss an example of physical interest: k G 2, nq
Ž w x .see 5 for more details .
1. DEFINITION OF THE QUANTUM GRASSMANNIAN
w Ž .xRING k G r, nq
Ž . w y1 xDEFINITION 1.1 . Let k s k q, q , where k is an algebraically closedq
² :field of characteristic 0. Let k a be the free algebra over k with a asq i j q i j
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w xnon-commutative generators. Define k M , the quantum matrix bialgebra,q n
as the associative k -algebra with unit generated by n2 elements a ,q i j
 4i, j g 1 . . . n subject to the relations
a a s qy1a a , i - k , a a s a a , i - k , j ) l or i ) k , j - li j k j k j i j i j k l k l i j
a a sqy1a a , j- l , a a ya a s qy1 yq a a , i - k , j- lŽ .i j i l i l i j i j k l k l i j k j i l
² :We shall refer to the two-sided ideal in k a generated by theseq i j
relations as I , the ideal of the Manin relations.M
We can summarize the Manin relations as
a a s q AŽ i , j , k , l .q BŽ i , j , k , l .a a y C i , j, k , l qy1 y q a a ,Ž . Ž .i j k l k l i j k j i l
where
y1 if i - k , j s l¡~A i , j, k , l sŽ . q1 if i ) k , j s l¢
0 otherwise
y1 if j - l , i s k¡~B i , j, k , l sŽ . q1 if j ) l , i s k¢
0 otherwise
y1 if i - k , j - l¡~C i , j, k , l sŽ . q1 if i ) k , j ) l¢
0 otherwise.
² :All the congruences in k a are modulo I unless otherwise specified.q i j M
w xLet's define on k M the comultiplication D and the counit e :q n
D a s a m a , e a s dŽ . Ž .Ýi j i k k j i j i j
k
w xk M is a bialgebra with the given D and e .q n
Let's now introduce the notion of quantum determinant.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2 . We define the quantum determinant obtained by tak-
j1 ??? jm ² :ing rows i ??? i , columns j ??? j as an element D g k a given1 m 1 m i ??? i q i j1 m
by
Ž .yl sj ??? j1 mD s yq a ??? a ,Ž .Ýi ??? i def i s Ž i . i s Ž i .1 m 1 1 m m
Ž . Ž .s : i ??? i “ j ??? j1 m 1 m
1 F i - ??? - i F n1 m
1 F j - ??? - j F n ,1 m
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Ž .where s runs over all the bijections and l s is the length of the
j1 ??? jm w xpermutation s . m is called the rank of D . Its image in k M is theni ??? i q n1 m
the usual quantum determinant. We shall write D j1 ??? jm for this image also,i ??? i1 m
the context making it clear where the element sits. For all the properties of
w xthese quantum determinants see 6 .
This enables us to define the Hopf algebras
w x w x 1 ??? nk SL s k M r D y 1Ž .q n def q n 1 ??? n
jy i Ã1 ??? i ??? nS a s yq DŽ . Ž . Ãi j def 1 ??? j ??? n
² : 1 ??? nw x w xk GL s k M T r D T y 1, a T y TaŽ .q n def q n 1 ??? n i j i j
jy i y1Ã1 ??? i ??? n 1 ??? nS a s yq D D ,Ž . Ž . Ãi j def 1 ??? j ??? n 1 ??? n
where S denotes the antipode. It is customary to identify the indetermi-
nate T with D1 ??? n
y1
.1 ??? n
w xk GL can be viewed as the non-commutative localization of the ringq n
w x 1 ??? n w xk M by the central element D . As in the commutative case, k Mq n 1 ??? n q n
w xembeds into k GL .q n
Ž . w Ž .xDEFINITION 1.3 . Define k G r, n , the k -quantum grassmannian, asq q
w x 1 ??? rthe subalgebra of k SL generated by D , 1 F i - ??? - i F n.q n i ??? i 1 r1 rw Ž .xObserve that for q s 1 this is the ring k G r, n .
Ž . w Ž .x w xPROPOSITION 1.4 . k G r, n is a k SL -comodule and the coactionq q n
is gi¤en by D.
Ž w Ž .x. w xProof. We first need to check that D k G r, n ; k SL mq q n
w Ž .x Ž 1 ??? r . w x w Ž .xk G r, n . It suffices to check that D D ; k SL m k G r, nq i ??? i q n q1 r
Ž .yl s1 ??? rD D s D yq a ??? aŽ .ÝŽ .i ??? i i s Ž1. i s Ž r .1 r 1 rž /
sgSr
n n
Ž .yl ss ??? yq a ??? a m a ??? aŽ .Ý Ý Ý i j i j j s Ž1. j s Ž r .1 1 r r 1 r
sgS j s1 j s1r 1 r
n n
Ž .yl ss ??? a ??? a m yq a ??? aŽ .Ý Ý Ýi j i j j s Ž1. j s Ž r .1 1 r r 1 r
j s1 j s1 sgS1 r r
n n
Ž .yl m 1 ??? rs ??? yq a ??? a m D ,Ž .Ý Ý i j i j J1 1 r r
j s1 j s11 r
Ž .where m is the permutation that takes j ??? j into the ordered set J.1 r
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D satisfies the coaction properties by definition; in fact the coassociativ-
ity of a coaction is the same as the coassociativity axiom for D. The same is
true for the counit axiom.
w Ž .xOur aim is to give a presentation of the ring k G r, n in terms ofq
generators and relations. The relations among the generators D1 ??? r willi ??? i1 r
be of two types: the commutation relations and the quantum PluckerÈ
relations.
To simplify the notation we will denote D1 ??? r with D wheneveri ??? i i ??? i1 r 1 r
there is no danger of confusion.
We will start working out the commutation relations among the determi-
w x Ž .nants as elements of k M . From 1.2 it is clear that such relations willq n
w x w xhold in k SL and k GL .q n q n
Ž .DEFINITION 1.5 . Let's define a commutation relation for D and D ,I J
² : ² :I - J, D , D g k a to be an expression R g I ; k a ,I J q i j D D M q i jI J
R s f q D D y g q D D y F q D D ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝD D def I J J I I J I J K L K LI J
K-I , K-L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where f q , g q g k are invertible elements, f 1 s g 1 s 1,I J I J q I J I J
Ž . Ž .F q g k , F 1 s 0, and - is by respect to the lexicographic order.K L q I J
Ž .Capital letters will indicate multi-indices, i.e., I s i ??? i . The multi-1 r
indices I, J, K, L are all supposed to be ordered, where an index X is
Ž .ordered if X s x ??? x , x - ??? - x .1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .We want to determine f q , g q , and F q in such a way thatI J I J K L
R g I for all I, J 's. Notice that even the existence itself of theD D MI J w Ž .xcommutation relations for all the D that define k G r, n is not at allI q
obvious.
It will turn out to be somewhat involved to determine the commutation
rules. We shall do this in Sections 2 and 3. The crucial case is when
I l J s B. Because of the involved nature of the commutation rules and
their proofs, we have treated as an example in Section 2 the commutation
rule between two 3 = 3 quantum determinants. The main result in Section
Ž .2 is theorem 2.19 . We will consider separately the two cases: I l J s B
and I l J / B.
Ž .Remark 1.6 . Notice that, with the form of the commutation relation
Ž .defined in 1.5 , given a generic polynomial p in the generators D 's,I
p s Ý a D ??? D there exists a polynomial pX such thata g k I ??? I I II ?? I q 1 M 1 M1 M
p ’ pX s b D ??? D ,Ý J ??? J J J1 M 1 M
b gkJ ?? J q1 M
where J F ??? F J and F is respect the lexicographic order.1 M
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Ž .Obser¤ation 1.7 . In view of the nature of the relations involved it is
w Ž .xsufficient to give a presentation for k G r, 2 r . In fact, if n ) 2 r, givenq
w Ž .xtwo determinants D , D in k G r, n their commutation relationsi ??? i j ??? j q1 r 1 r
will depend only on the rows i ??? i , j ??? j , hence we can view them as1 r 1 r
w Ž .x w Ž .xdeterminants in k G r, 2 r . The ideal of relations in k G r, n amongq q
the generators is obtained in the following way. It consists of all the
w Ž .x w x ² :relations among the D 's in k G r, 2 r ; k SL s k a rIi ??? i q q 2 r q i j M1 r
 4  4 w xwhere i, i ??? i ; l ??? , j g 1, r for all the sets of distinct1 r 1 2 r
 4  4 w Ž .xl ??? l ; 1 ??? n . In case n - 2 r, since, as we will see, k G r, n (1 2 r q
w Ž .xk G n y r, n and n ) 2n y 2 r, we are back to the case already dis-q
cussed.
2. COMMUTATION RELATIONS: THE CASE I l J s B
Ž . ² :DEFINITION 2.1 . Let a a g k a . Define the commutation rela-ab gd q i j
Ž .tion of a a applied to a a as an expression R a a equal toi j k l a b gd a a a b gdi j k l
R a a s a a y q AŽ i , j , k , l .q BŽ i , j , k , l .a aŽ .a a a b gd a b gd gd a bi j k l
q C i , j, k , l qy1 y q a a ,Ž . Ž . gb ad
Ž .where the functions A, B, C are as in 1.1 .
Ž .Notice that in general R a a f I .a a a b gd Mi j k l
Ž .LEMMA 2.2 .
¡ y1R a a q q y q a a if i ) kŽ . Ž .a a i j k l k j i lk j i l~R a a sŽ .a a i j k l y1i j k l ¢R a a y q y q a a if i - k .Ž . Ž .a a i j k l k j i lk j i l
Proof. Let i ) k. By definition
R a a s a a y q AŽ i , j , k , l .a a q C i , j, k , l qy1 y q a aŽ . Ž . Ž .a a i j k l i j k l k l i j k j i li j k l
R a a s a a y q AŽk , j , i , l .a a q C k , j, i , l qy1 y q a a .Ž . Ž . Ž .a a i j k l i j k l k l i j k j i lk j i l
If we subtract the second equation from the first we get
R a a s R a a q q AŽk , j , i , l . y q AŽ i , j , k , l . a aŽ . Ž . Ž .a a i j k l a a i j k l k l i ji j k l k j i l
q qy1 y q C i , j, k , l y C k , j, i , l a a .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . k j i l
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Using the definitions of A and C we see that
qy1 y q if j s lAŽk , j , i , l . AŽ i , j , k , l .q y q s ½ 0 if j / l
1 if j / l
C i , j, k , l y C k , j, i , l sŽ . Ž . ½ 0 if j s l
and this proves the result. For i - k the argument is similar.
Ž . Ž . X Ž X X .PROPOSITION 2.3 . Let I s i ??? i , I s i ??? i the complement of1 r 1 r
 4 X X XI in 1 ??? 2 r with I - I , 1 s i - ??? - i F 2 r, 1 - i - ??? - i F 2 r1 r 1 r
Ž X . Ž .and I, I / 1 ??? 2 r . Then there exists always an elementary transposition
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž X. Žs s m, m q 1 such that s I - I, s I - s I . Note. Gi¤en the multi-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žindices I s i ??? i , J s j ??? j , by I, J we mean the r q s-uple i ???1 r 1 s 1
. .i , j ??? j .r 1 s
Proof. Let p be the first integer such that i y i ) 1. This p mustp py1
Ž X. Ž . Ž .exist since I, I / 1 ??? 2 r . Then s s i , i y 1 is the required ele-p p
mentary transposition.
Ž . X Ž .DEFINITION 2.4 . Given I and I as in Proposition 2.3 let's call the
Ž .transposition s used in the proof of Proposition 2.3 a standard transposi-
tion. From the construction it is clear that such a s is unique. Define
Ž .int I , the intertwining number of I, to be the number of standard transpo-
Ž .sitions necessary to go from I to 1 ??? r . We define as the standard tower
Ž . Ž .for I a sequence I s I ) ??? ) I s 1 ??? r where I s s I and allN 0 i iq1 iq1
s are standard transpositions. By definition, given I, we have a uniquei
Ž .standard tower and its length N s int I . Notice that, from the definition
of standard transposition, all of the multi-indices I ??? I turn out to beN 0
ordered.
Ž . ² :DEFINITION 2.5 . Let T ; k a be the free module over k gener-q i j q
ated by the monomial tensors
u s a ??? a ,P Q p q p q1 1 2 r 2 r
Ž . Ž .  4  4where P s p ??? p , Q s q ??? q , and p g 1 ??? 2 r , q g 1 ??? r ,1 2 r 1 2 r j j
w x; j g 1, 2 r and the p 's are all distinct.j
The permutation group S acts on T in the following way:2 r
s b u s b u .Ý ÝP Q P Q P Q s ŽP .Qž /
b gk b gkPQ q PQ q
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Ž .Remark 2.6 . Notice that R g T. Notice also that if t g I l T inD D MI J
Ž .general s t f I l T.M
Ž .DEFINITION 2.7 . Given u g T a monomial tensor, F u is defineda ai j k l
as follows. If a is adjacent to a then F u is the element of Ti j k l a ai j k l
obtained from u by replacing a a withi j k l
q AŽ i , j , k , l .a a y C i , j, k , l qy1 y q a aŽ . Ž .k l i j k j i l
Ž .otherwise, F u s 0. F u is known once we know i, j, k, l . Call thea a a ai j k l i j k l
Ž .monomial tensor in F u containing a a the principal part, F u ,a a k l i j a a p pi j k l i j k l
and the remaining term, if different from 0, the tail. We will refer to the
generic F as an operation of type F on the tensor u . If t s Ýb u ga a P Q P Qi j k l
T , F t is obtained by performing the operation F on only one of thea a a ai j k l i j k l
monomial tensors in t and of course we need to specify which one. For
example, if we have u s a a a q a a a and we are performing the11 22 33 12 21 33
operation F on the second monomial tensor appearing in u we havea a12 21
F u s a a a q a a a .a a 11 22 33 21 12 3312 21
Let t s Ýn b u , u monomial tensors, b g k and assume thatis0 P Q P Q P Q P Q qi i i i i i i i
some F operates on u . We define the principal part of F t asa a P Q a ai j k l 0 0 i j k l
Ž .the principal part of F u and the tail as F t y F u .a a P Q a a a a P Q p pi j k l 0 0 i j k l i j k l 0 0
We will also say that FsF F is the composition of the twoX XX Xa a a aj li j k l i k
operations F , F , meaning that the tensor Ft is obtained perform-X XX Xa a a aj li j k l i k
ing first the operation F and then the operation F on the result.X XX Xa a a aj li k i j k l
Let F s F ??? F operate on t. Given s g S we say that FX, aa a a a 2 ri j k l i j k l1 1 1 1 s s s s
Ž .composition of operations of type F operating on s t , is associated to F if
FX s F ??? F and each F operates on thea a a a a as Ž i . j s Žk . l s Ž i . j s Žk . l s Ž i . j s Žk . l1 1 1 1 s s s s u u u u
Ž .monomial tensor s u corresponding to the monomial tensor u in tP Q P Q
on which F operates.a ai j k lu u u u
Notice that T is stable under the operations F 's, i.e., if t g T ,a ai j k l
F t g T.a ai j k l
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.8 . Let u g T , monomial tensor, s s m, m q 1 g S ,2 r
F u as defined abo¤e. Let F be the operation associated to Fa a a a a ai j k l s Ž i. j s Žk . l i j k l
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Ž .operating on s u . Then
i u ’ F uŽ . a ai j k l
iiŽ .
¡  4  4s F u if i , k / m , m q 1Ž .a ai j k l
y1~s F u q q y q u if i , k s m q 1, mŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .F s u sŽ . a aa a i j k ls Ž i. j s Žk . l
y1¢s F u y q y q u if i , k s m , m q 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .a ai j k l
Ž .Proof. Part i comes from the definition of operation of type F;
Ž . Ž .ii comes from Lemma 2.2 .
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.9 . From 2.8 it is clear that if F is a composition of
operations of type F and t g T is not necessarily a monomial tensor, then
Ft ’ t.
Ž .Remark 2.10 . If F and F act on different monomial tensorsX XX Xa a a aj li j k l i k
in t, then
F F t s F F t .X X X XX X X Xa a a a a a a aj l j li j k l i k i k i j k l
Ž .LEMMA 2.11 .
qyrD D ’ D D .rq1 ??? 2 r 1 ??? r 1 ??? r rq1 ??? 2 r
Proof. This is by induction on r. The case r s 1 is clear. For general r,
Ž w x.using the expansion along the column r, we can write see 6
r 2 r
1 ??? ry1 1 ??? ry1iyrqjy2 r1 ??? r 1 ??? rD D ’ yq D a D aŽ . Ã ÃÝ Ý1 ??? r rq1 ??? 2 r 1 ??? i ??? r i r rq1 ??? j ??? 2 r jr
is1 jsrq1
r 2 r
1 ??? ry1 1 ??? ry1iqjy3 r
’ yq D D a aŽ . Ã ÃÝ Ý 1 ??? i ??? r rq1 ??? j ??? 2 r i r jr
is1 jsrq1
r 2 r
1 ??? ry1 1 ??? ry1iqjy3 ry1 yŽ ry1.’ q q yq D D a a .Ž . Ã ÃÝ Ý rq1 ??? j ??? 2 r 1 ??? i ??? r jr i r
is1 jsrq1
)Ž .
The last congruence is by the induction hypothesis. Now
1 ??? ry1 rÃ 1 ??? ry1 rÃD a ’ a DÃ Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? r j jr jr 1 ??? i ??? r j
Ž . 1 ??? p ??? rry1 yp Ãy1 y1y q q y q yq a D .Ž .Ž . Ã ÃÝ j p 1 ??? i ??? r jž /
p-r , p/i
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Ž .If we substitute in ) ,
D1 ??? r D1 ??? r ’ qyrD1 ??? r D1 ??? r y qy1 qy1 y q qyrŽ .1 ??? r rq1 ??? 2 r rq1 ??? 2 r 1 ??? r
=
r 2 r
1 ??? ry1iqjy3 ryq DŽ . ÃÝ Ý rq1 ??? j ??? 2 r
is1 jsrq1
=
Ž . 1 ??? p ??? rry1 yp Ãyq a D a .Ž . Ã ÃÝ j p 1 ??? i ??? r j i rž /
p-r , p/i
Let us look at the last term only,
2 r
Ž . 1 ??? p ??? rjy2 rq ry1 yp ÃyŽ rq1. y1yq q y q yq D aŽ .Ž . ÃÝ Ý rq1 ??? j ??? 2 r j p
js1q1 p-r , p/i
=
r
1 ??? p ??? riyr Ãyq D a .Ž . ÃÝ 1 ??? i ??? r i rž /
is1
1 ??? pÃ ??? rr iyr 1 ??? rŽ .But this is 0 since Ý yq D a s d D ’ 0.Ãis1 1 ??? i ??? r i r p r 1 ??? r
Ž .  4LEMMA 2.12 . Fix on the set a some total ordering F .i j igw1, 2 r x, jgw1, r x
² :Let t s Ý b a ??? a g k a a homogeneous tensor of degree s. IfI, J I J i j i j q i j1 1 s s
t ’ 0 and a F ??? F a ;I, J, then t s 0.i j i j1 1 s s
² : ² : Ž .Proof. Consider the k-homomorphism f : k a “ k a , f a sq i j i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .a , f q s 1. Then we have that f I s a a y a a , ; i, j, k, l .i j M i j k l k l i j
Assume that t / 0. Then divide each b by the highest power of q y 1I J
X Ž X.dividing the gcd of the b 's. Let t be the tensor so obtained. Then f tI J
will give a non-trivial relation among the a , which is a contradiction.i j
Ž .DEFINITION AND REMARK 2.13 . Let u g T a monomial tensor, PP Q
Ž .and Q as in Definition 2.5 . Given a multi-index K and its complement
X  4 Ž X . Ž .K in 1 ??? 2 r , so that K, K s k ??? k , we can define an order1 2 r
relation - on the elements of P: p - p if and only if p s k ,K i K j i s
p s k , s - t. We say that the monomial tensor u g T is in orderj t P Q
Ž X. Ž X .K, K if p - p ; i - j, i.e., K, K s P. Similarly we say that t si K j
Ž X.Ýb u g T , b g k is in order K, K if every u is. The givenP Q P Q P Q q P Q
order relation allows us to define a total order on the a 's; namelyi j
a - a if i - k or if i s k, j - l. Define l as the minimumi j K k l K K , P
number of transpositions t of adjacent p 's necessary to go from P toi j
Ž X.K, K .
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Ž . Ž . Ž X.LEMMA 2.14 . Let P s p ??? p g S , P / K, K , and t ??? t1 2 r 2 r 1 lK , P
Ž .the transpositions defined in 2.13 . Fix i, j, i - j. Then we ha¤e the following:
Ž . Ž . w x1 If p - p then t / p , p , ;k g 1, l .i K j k i j K , P
Ž . Ž . w x2 If p ) p then t s p , p , for a unique k g 1, l .i K j k i j K , P
Proof. This is obvious.
Ž .LEMMA 2.15 . Let u g T be a monomial tensor. ThenP Q
F u s b u q b u ,a a P Q P Q P Q P Q P Qi j k l 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
where b s 0 or P s P .P Q 2 12 2
Ž .Proof. This is obvious by Definition 1.1 of Manin relations and by
Ž .Definition 2.7 of F .a ai j k l
Ž .LEMMA 2.16 . Let u g T , K, t ??? t as abo¤e, with t sP Q 1 l 1K , P
Ž . Ž .p , p , p ) p . Define F u s F u . For t s p , p ,i iq1 i K iq1 t P Q a a P Q m k l1 p q p qi i iq1 iq1
p ) p definek K l
F F ??? F u s F F ??? F uŽ . Ž .t t t P Q a a t t P Q p pm my1 1 p q p q my1 1k k l l
q F ??? F u y F ??? F u .Ž .t t P Q t t P Q p pmy 1 1 my1 1
Then:
Ž . Ž . Ž X.i F ??? F u is in order K, K .t t P Q p pl 1K , P
Ž . Ž .ii F ??? F u y F ??? F u s Ý b u wheret t P Q t t P Q p p i, b g k P Q P Ql 1 l 1 P Q q i i i iK , P K , P i i
l - l .K , P K , Pi
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i is a consequence of the definition of the t 's 2.13 . Part
Ž . Ž .ii is coming from 2.15 .
Ž . KLEMMA 2.17 . Let u g T , K, t ??? t as abo¤e. There exists F , aP Q 1 l uK , P P Q
K Ž X .composition of operations of type F, such that F u is in order K, K .u P QP Q
Moreo¤er F K can be chosen such that gi¤en two indices p , p g P, i - j, theu i jP Q
two corresponding elements in each monomial tensor of F K u ha¤e beenu P QP Q
interchanged once by some F in F K if p ) p , and ha¤e not beenu i K jP Q
interchanged if p - p .i K j
Proof. By induction on l . For l s 0 it is obvious. Let l ) 0.K , P K , P K , P
Ž .By Lemma 2.16 there exists F ??? F u such thatt t P Ql 1K , P
F F ??? F u s F F ??? F uŽ . Ž .t t t P Q t t t P Ql l Py1 1 l l y1 1 p pK , P K , K , P K , P
q F ??? F u y F ??? F u ,Ž .t t P Q t t P Ql y1 1 l y1 1 p pK , P K , P
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Ž . Ž X.where F ??? F u is in order K, K and F ??? F u yt t P Q p p t t P Ql 1 l y1 1K , P K , P
Ž .F ??? F u s Ý b u where l - l . By induc-t t P Q p p i, b g k P Q P Q K , P K , Pl y1 1 P Q q i i i i iK , P i i
tion hypothesis for every i there exists F K operating on u such thatu P QP Q i ii iK Ž X. K KF u is in order K, K . Define F s Ł F F ??? F . We canu P Q u i u t tP Q i i P Q P Q l 1i i i i K , P
take the product without specifying the order because the F K operationsuP Qi i
Ž Ž ..operate on different monomial tensors see Remark 2.10 . Certainly
K Ž X.F u is in order K, K . Now fix p , p g P, i - j. If p - p thenu P Q i j i K jP Q
Ž . Ž .t / p , p , ;k by Lemma 2.14 and by induction no operation ink i j
K Ž .Ł F interchanges a and a . If p ) p then by 2.14 there is ai u p q p q i K jP Q i i j ji i
Ž .unique k such that t s p , p . This means thatk i j
F ??? F u y F ??? F uŽ .t t P Q t t P Ql y1 1 l y1 1 p pK , P K , P
s c u q d u X ,Ý ÝP Q P Q P Q P Qu u u u ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤
u , c gk ¤ , d gkP Q q P Q qu u ¤ ¤
where in each u for all u, a have been interchanged once byP Q p q , a p qu u i i j j
F , while in each u X they have not been interchanged. So we have thatt P Qk ¤ ¤
Ž u u . u u u uin u , P s p ??? p , p s p , p s p , s - t, i.e., p - p , henceP Q u 1 2 r i t j s s K tu u
by the induction hypothesis no operation in Ł F K will interchangeu u P Qu uX Ž ¤ ¤ . ¤ ¤ ¤u u u ua , a . In u , P s p ??? p p s p , p s p , s - t, i.e., p )p q p q P Q ¤ 1 2 r i s j t s Kt t s s ¤ ¤
p¤ hence by induction hypothesis some operations Ł F K will inter-t ¤ uP Q¤ ¤
change a ¤ ¤ , a ¤ ¤ once in each term.p q p qt t s s
Ž . K Ž . ŽLEMMA 2.18 . Let u and F as abo¤e. Let s s p , p s m,P Q u i jP Q
. X s ŽK .m q 1 g S , i - j, m g K, m q 1 g K , and let F be associated to2 r us ŽP .QK Ž Ž ..F and s see Definition 2.7 . ThenuP Q
F s ŽK .u s s F K u q qy1 y q E p , p u ,Ž .Ž .ž /u s ŽP .Q u P Q i j 0s ŽP .Q P Q
where u ’ u and0 P Q
0 if p - p , i .e., p s m , p s m q 1i K j i j
E p , p sŽ .i j ½ 1 if p - p , i .e., p s m q 1, p s m.i K j i j
Ž . Ž .Proof. This comes from 2.17 and 2.8 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 2.19 Main Result . Let I s i ??? i , J s I s j ??? j1 r 1 r
 4 Xthe complement of I in 1 ??? 2 r with I - I , 1 s i - ??? - i F 2 r, 1 -1 r
Ž .j - ??? - j F 2 r. Let N s int I , then1 r
N
iyr y1
X Xq D D ’ q y q D D ,Ž .Ý ÝI I L L
X Iis0 Ž .L , L gCi
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where the set C I is defined in the following way. Consider the standard toweri
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .see 2.4 : I s I ) ??? ) I s 1 ??? r , s s s s m, m q 1 . DefineN 0 N
C I1 s I , I XŽ .Ž .i 0 0
C Is s C Isy 1 y f Isy 1 , s C Isy 1 , 0 F i F s F N , i , s / 0, 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i iy1 iy1 s i
C I s C IN ,i i
where with the notation for C Is we meani
C Is s X , X X ??? X , X X , s Y , Y X ??? s Y , Y XŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 1 p p 1 1 q q
C Isy 1 y f Isy 1 s X , X X ??? X , X X , C Isy 1 s Y , Y X ??? Y , Y X .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .iy1 iy1 1 1 p p i 1 1 q q
Is Is Ž X . Ž .f is the subset of C of indices L, L s l ??? l such that k q 1 s l ,i i 1 2 r u
Ž . Is Isk s l , u - t, s s k, k q 1 . We agree to put C and f equal to thet s i i
empty set if one of the indices i or s is negati¤e or if i ) s. Notice that the
Ž X. Ž X. IsX , X 's and s Y , Y 's in C need not be distinct.j j l l i
Ž .Proof. This is by induction on N. For N s 0 this is Lemma 2.11 . Let
N ) 0.
Ž .2n!
XD D s b u , )Ž .ÝI I P Q P QNy 1 Ny1 l l l l
ls1
where b g k and u g T are monomial tensors. LetP Q q P Ql l l l
Ž .2n!
I INy 1 Ny1F s FŁXD D uI I P QNy1 Ny1 l lls1
the composition of operations of type F such that F INy 1 D D isXD D I9 II I Ny1 Ny1Ny1 Ny1
Ž X . Ž Ž . Ž ..in order I , I see Lemmas 2.16 , 2.17 . Notice that since eachNy1 Ny1
F INy 1 operates on different monomial tensors it does not matter the orderuP Ql l
Ž Ž .. Xin which we take the composition see Remark 2.10 . Since m q 1 g I ,Ny1
Ž . Ž .m g I , for every P s p ??? p that appears in ) there exist twoNy1 l 1 2 r
indices p and p such that p s m q 1, p s m, i - j. Hence p - p .i j i j i I jNy 1
Ž .By Lemma 2.18 ,
qyrD X D ’ F I qyrD X D s s F INy 1 qyrD X DX Xž /I I D D I I D D I II I I I Ny1 Ny1Ny1 Ny1
q qy1 y q t , ))Ž .Ž . INy 1
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where t ’ qyrD X D and F I is associated to F INy 1 and s .X XI I I D D D DNy 1 Ny1 Ny1 I I I INy1 Ny1
Hence by the induction hypothesis
Ny1
iy1
Xt ’ q y q D D .Ž .Ý ÝI L LNy 1
X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gCi
Ž .To finish the proof of the theorem and obtain from )) the required
congruence, we need to show that
s F INy 1 qyrD X DXž /D D I II I Ny1 Ny1Ny1 Ny1
Ny1
iy1
X’ q y q D DŽ .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is0 Ž . Ž .L , L gs Ci
N
iy1
Xy q y q D D .Ž .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is1 Ž .L , L gf iy1
Let t be the tensor0
Ny1 M
iy1
Xt s q y q D D s b uŽ .Ý Ý Ý0 L L P Q P Ql l l l
X INy1is0 ls1Ž .L , L gCi
for suitable b g k , u g T monomial tensors and for some integerP Q q P Ql l l l
M. Let
M
I INy 1 Ny1F s F .Łt u0 P Ql lls1
By induction we have that
F INy 1 qyrD X D ’ t ’ F INy 1 t .XD D I I 0 t 0I I Ny1 Ny1 0Ny1 Ny1
Ž .But by Lemma 2.12 ,
F INy 1 qyrD X D s F INy 1 t . )))Ž .XD D I I t 0I I Ny1 Ny1 0Ny1 Ny1
Let's write t as t s t q t , where0 0 1 2
Ny1
iy1
Xt s q y q D DŽ .Ý Ý1 L L
X I INy1 Ny1is0 Ž .L , L gC yfi i
Ny1
iy1
Xt s q y q D D .Ž .Ý Ý2 L L
X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gf i
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INy 1 Ž X. Ž . INy 1By definition of f , ; L, L s l ??? l g f we have that therei 1 2 r i
exist indices s, t, s - t, such that l s m q 1, l s m, hence l - l .s t s I tNy 1
Ž .Hence by Lemma 2.18 we have
s tŽ .0
’ s t q s t s F s Ž INy 1.s t q F s Ž INy 1.s tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 s Ž t . 1 s Ž t . 21 2
’ s F INy 1 t q s F INy 1 tŽ . Ž .t 1 t 21 2
Ny1
iy1 y1
Xq q y q q y q D DŽ . Ž .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gf i
Ny1
iI y1 y1Ny 1 Xs s F t q q y q q y q D D .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ .t 0 L L0
X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gf i
Hence
Ny1
iI y1 y1Ny 1 Xs F t ’ s t y q y q q y q D DŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ .t 0 0 L L0
X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gf i
Ny1
iy1
X’ s q y q D DŽ .Ý Ý L Lž /X INy1is0 Ž .L , L gCi
N
iy1
Xy q y q D D .Ž .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is1 Ž .L , L gf iy1
Ž .By ))) this is
s F INy 1 qyrD X DXž /D D I II I Ny1 Ny1Ny1 Ny1
Ny1
iy1
X’ q y q D DŽ .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is0 Ž . Ž .L , L gs Ci
N
iy1
Xy q y q D D .Ž .Ý Ý L L
X INy1is1 Ž .L , L gf iy1
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.20 . For a given multi-index K s k ??? k let K s1 r o r d
Ž or d or d.  4  or d or d4k ??? k be the multi-index such that k ??? k s k ??? k ,1 r 1 r 1 r
o r d or d Ž .k - ??? - k . Let s be the permutation such that s K s K .1 r K K or d
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Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.21 . Let the notation be as in 2.19 . Then
R X s qyrD X D y D D XI I I I I I
N
i XŽ . Ž .yl s yl sy1 L L
Xy q y q yq D DŽ .Ž .Ý Ý L Lo r d o r d
X Iis1 Ž .L , L gCi
is a commutation relation for D D X .I I
Ž . Ž . XProof. By Theorem 2.19 and by Definition 2.20 , to show that R gI I
I ŽŽ X..I we just need to show C s I, I . This is by induction on N. ForM 0
N s 0 it is clear. For n ) 0,
C I s s C INy 1 s s I , I X s I , I X .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .0 N 0 N Ny1 Ny1
To show that R X is a commutation relation for D X , D , according toI I I I
Ž .Definition 1.5 we need to show:
Ž . X Xi The coefficients of D D and D D are invertible and for q s 1I I I I
they are equal to 1, y1, respectively, while the coefficient of D D X isL L
equal to 0 for q s 1.
Ž . X Ž . Ž X.ii L - L , L - I. To show i it is sufficient to show I, I for d or d or d
Ž I . Ž I . Ž X . Ž X. IC where C contains all K , K with K, K g C . This isi o r d i o r d or d or d i
by induction on N. For N s 0 it is clear. Let N ) 0 and assume
Ž X . Ž INy 1.I , I f C ,Ny1 Ny1 i o r d
C I s C INy 1 y f INy 1 , s C INy 1 .Ž .Ž .i iy1 iy1 N i
Ž X. Ž INy 1. INy 1 Ž .I, I f C because in C appear only indices K, int K -iy1 or d iy1 or d
Ž . Ž X. Ž INy 1.int I . I, I f s C by induction.N i or d
Ž .Let's prove ii by induction on N. If N s 0 it is obvious. Let N ) 0. By
Ž X . INy 1induction for every L , L g C we have L - I - I s I,or d or d iy1 or d Ny1 N
X Ž INy 1. Ž . INy 1L - L . Let L g s C then s L g C . Again by induction,or d or d N i N i
Ž Ž .. Ž .s L - I . Since s s m, m q 1 for some m and m g I ,N or d Ny1 i Ny1
X Ž .m q 1 g I we have immediately L - s I s I. Moreover sinceNy1 or d N Ny1
Ž . Ž .no s s 12 see how the standard transpositions are defined we havei
Ž . XL s 1, l ??? l - L .or d 2 r
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.22 . The commutation relation for D D . The standard145 236
Ž .tower for I s 145 is given by
I s I s 145 ) I s 135 ) I s 125 ) I s 124 ) I s 123Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 3 2 1 0
s s 34 , s s 45 , s s 23 , s s 34 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4
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I Ž .According to the definition of C in 2.19 we have thati
C I0 s 123 , 456Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
C I1 s 124 , 356Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
C I1 s 123 , 456Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1
C I2 s 125 , 346Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
C I2 s 124 , 356 , 123 , 546Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1
C I2 s 123 , 456Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
C I3 s 135 , 246Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
C I3 s 125 , 346 , 134 , 256 , 132 , 546Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
C I3 s 124 , 356 , 123 , 546 , 132 , 456Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
C I3 s 123 456Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .3
C I4 s 145 , 236Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
C I4 s 135 , 246 , 125 , 436 , 143 , 256 , 142 , 536Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
C I4 s 125 , 346 , 134 , 256 , 132 , 546 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž2
123 , 456 , 124 , 536 , 142 , 356Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . .
C I4 s 123 , 546 , 132 , 456 , 124 , 356Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3
C I4 s 123 , 456 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .4
Ž .According to Theorem 2.19 the commutation relation is
y3 y1 wq D D ’ D D q q y q D D q D DŽ .236 145 145 236 135 246 125 436
xqD D q D D143 256 142 536
2y1 wq q y q D D q D D q D DŽ . 125 346 134 256 132 546
xqD D q D D q D D123 456 124 536 142 356
3y1 w xq q y q D D q D D q D DŽ . 123 546 132 456 124 356
4y1q q y q D D .Ž . 123 456
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Ž .We can write it using the notation of Proposition 2.21 , i.e., the fact that
Ž .yl ŽsL.D s yq D .L Lo r d
qy3D D ’ D D236 145 145 236
y1 y1q q y q D D y q D DŽ . 135 246 125 346
y1 y2yq D D q q D D134 256 124 356
2y1 y2q q y q D D q D D q q D DŽ . 125 346 134 256 123 456
y1 y1qD D y q D D y q D D123 456 124 356 124 356
3y1 y1 y1q q y q D D y q D D y q D DŽ . 124 356 123 456 123 456
4y1q q y q D D .Ž . 123 456
Notice that in constructing the commutation relation for D , D , we get145 236
also those for D , D ; D , D ; D , D . According to Theorem124 356 125 346 135 246
Ž .2.19 they are
qy3D D ’ D D q qy1 y q D DŽ .356 124 124 356 123 456
y3 y1 w xq D D ’ D D q q y q D D q D DŽ .346 125 125 346 124 356 123 546
2y1q q y q D DŽ . 123 456
qy3D D ’ D D246 135 135 246
y1 w xq q y q D D q D D q D DŽ . 125 346 134 256 132 546
2y1 w xq q y q D D q D D q D DŽ . 124 356 123 546 132 456
3y1q q y q D D .Ž . 123 456
Ž .In the notation of Proposition 2.21 after some simplifications this
becomes
qy3D D ’ D D q qy1 y q D DŽ .356 124 124 356 123 456
y3 y1 w xq D D ’ D D q q y q D D y qD DŽ .346 125 125 346 124 356 123 456
qy3D D ’ D D246 135 135 246
y1 2q q y q D D q D D q q D DŽ . 125 346 134 256 123 456
y1q q y q D D .Ž . 124 356
All these relations can be verified by direct computation.
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3. COMMUTATION RELATIONS: THE CASE I l J / B
Now we turn to the problem of determining the commutation rule for
D D , in case I l J / B.I J
Ž . w x Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.1 . Let S be the antipode for k SL see Definition 1.2 .q n
Then:
Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? nŽ . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qi 1 rj ??? j 1 r 1 r1 rS D s yq D .Ž . Ã ÃŽ .i ??? i 1 ??? j ??? j ??? n1 r 1 r
Proof. This is by induction on r. For r s 1 this is the definition of S.
w xLet r ) 1. For all the determinant expansion refer to 6, Chap. 4 ,
r Ãj j ??? jky1 1 2 rj ??? j1 rS D s S yq D aŽ . ÃÝŽ .i ??? i i ??? i ??? i i j1 r 1 k r k 1ž /
ks1
r Ãj j ??? jky1 1 2 rs yq S a S DŽ . Ž . ÃÝ i j i ??? i ??? iž /k 1 1 k r
ks1
r
Ãky1 j yiŽ . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? i ??? qi 1 k2 r 1 k rs yq yq yqŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
ks1
=
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? n 1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nk 1 k rD DÃ Ã Ã1 ??? j ??? n 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? n1 1 2 r
r Ã1 ??? i ??? nŽ . Ž . ky1j q ??? qj y i q ??? qi k1 r 1 rs yq yq DŽ . Ž . ÃÝ 1 ??? j ??? n1
ks1
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nÄ ÄŽ . 1 k rky l= yq a D ,Ž . Ã Ã ÃÝ l i 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? l ??? nk 1 2 r
Ã Ã 4lg 1, . . . , j j ??? j ??? n1 2 r
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .where k s i y k y 1 , l s l y s, j - l - j . Now k y 1 q k y l sk s sq1
i y l q sk
Ž . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qij ??? j 1 r 1 r1 rS D s yqŽ .Ž .i ??? i1 r
= Ý
Ã Ã 4lg 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? n1 2 r
=
r Ã1 ??? i ??? ni yj kk 1yq D aŽ . ÃÝ 1 ??? j ??? n l i1 kž /
ks1
=
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nj ylqs 1 k r1yq DŽ . Ã Ã Ã1 ??? j j ??? j ??? l ??? n1 2 r
Ž . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qi1 r 1 rs yqŽ .
= Ý
Ã Ã 4lg 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? n1 2 r
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=
1 ??? mÃ ??? nmyj1d y yq D aŽ . ÃÝl j 1 ??? j ??? n lm1 1ž /
Ã Ã 4mg 1 ??? i ??? i ??? n1 r
=
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nj ylqs 1 k r1yq DŽ . Ã Ã Ã1 ??? j j ??? j ??? l ??? n1 2 r
because
r Ã1 ??? i ??? n 1 ??? m ??? nÃi yj myjkk 1 1yq D a q yq D aŽ . Ž .Ã ÃÝ Ý1 ??? j ??? n l i 1 ??? j ??? n lm1 k 1
ks1 Ã Ã 4mg 1 ??? i ??? i ??? n1 r
n
1 ??? m ??? nÃmy j1s y1 D a s d .Ž . ÃÝ 1 ??? j ??? n lm l j1 1
ms1
Since
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nÄŽ . 1 k rmy lÄyq a D s 0,Ž . Ã Ã ÃÝ lm 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? l ??? n1 2 r
Ã Ã 4lg 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? n1 2 r
where m s m y p, i - m - i , we haveÄ p pq1
Ž . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qij ??? j 1 r 1 r1 rS D s yqŽ .Ž .i ??? i1 r
Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? i ??? nj ylqs 1 k r1d yq DŽ . Ã Ã ÃÝ l j 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? l ??? n1 1 2 r
Ã Ã 4lg 1 ??? j j ??? j ??? n1 2 r
Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? nŽ . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qi 1 r1 r 1 rs yq D .Ž . Ã Ã1 ??? j ??? j ??? n1 r
Ž . w xCOROLLARY 3.2 . Let S be the antipode for k GL . Thenq n
Ã Ã y11 ??? i ??? i ??? nŽ . Ž .j q ??? qj y i q ??? qi 1 rj ??? j 1 ??? n1 r 1 r1 rS D s yq D D .Ž . Ã ÃŽ .i ??? i 1 ??? j ??? j ??? n 1 ??? n1 r 1 r
Ž .Proof. The proof is the same as the one of 3.1 .
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Ž . w xDEFINITION 3.3 . Define on k SL the antilinear involution ):q n
aU s S a .Ž .i j ji
w x Ž w x.This map endows k SL with a )-Hopf algebra structure see 8 .q n
Observe that
U Ã Ã1 ??? j ??? j ??? nŽ . Ž .i q ??? qi y j q ??? qj 1 rj ??? j 1 r 1 r1 rD s yq D .Ž . Ã ÃŽ .i ??? i 1 ??? i ??? i ??? n1 r 1 r
Ž .DUALITY THEOREM 3.4 . There is an anti-isomorphism that identifies
w Ž .x w Ž .xk G r, n and k G n y r, n .q q
w Ž .xProof. Consider the antilinear involution ) restricted to k G r, n ;q
w xk SL and call A its image. By the previous observation one sees thatq n
A is generated by the determinants Drq1 ??? n . Define on A the morph-Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? n1 r
ism f,
f D
rq1 ??? n s D1 ??? nyr .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? n 1 ??? i ??? i ??? nž /1 r 1 r
Because of the nature of the Manin relations f is well defined and it is an
w Ž .xisomorphism. Its image is k G n y r, n . f ? ) is the anti-isomorphismq
w Ž .x w Ž .xthat identifies k G r, n and k G n y r, n .q q
Ž .COROLLARY 3.5 . There is an anti-isomorphism sending generators into
w xgenerators that identifies the subring of k GL generated by the determinantsq n
D
1 ??? r




.Ã Ã Ã Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? n 1 ??? i ??? i ??? n 1 ??? r1 r 1 r
w x w x Ž .Proof. Define the antilinear map ): k GL “ k GL , ) a sq n q n i j
Ž . w xS a , where S is the antipode for k GL . Define also the family ofji q n
isomorphisms f : A “ B sending generators to generators, where Aj j j j
w x jq1 ??? nand B are the subrings of k GL generated respectively by D Ã Ãj q n 1 ??? i ??? i ??? n1 j
and D
1 ??? nyj
, 1 F i - ??? - i F n. The required anti-isomorphism isÃ Ã1 ??? i ??? i ??? n 1 j1 j
y1given by ) ? f .ny r
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <THEOREM 3.6 . Let I s i ??? i , J s j ??? j , I - J, I l J s r y s1 r 1 r
< <- r, I j J s r q s. Then
N
iys y1q D D ’ D D q q y qŽ .ÝJ I I J
is1
=
Ž . Ž .yl s yl sÄ ÄK Lyq D D ,Ž .Ý L Ko r d o r d
ÄJÄ Ä ÄŽ Ž ..K , LsC K gCi
Ä Ž .where with the symbol X s x ??? x we denote the complement of theÄ Ä1 s
ÄŽ . Ž .multi-index X s x ??? x , in I j J and with the symbol C X the comple-1 r
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . < Ž . <ment of X in I j J y I l J. Notice that C X l X s B and that C X s
Ä< < < <X s s because I j J y I l J s 2 s. N is the length of the standard tower
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ÄJÄfor J ; I j J y I l J and C is the corresponding set defined in Theoremi
Ž .2.19 .
w xProof. Consider k M , the matrix bialgebra generated by a , i gq I j J i j
w xI j J, j g 1, r q s . It is clear that the commutations relations for D , DI J
w x w xin k M are the same as the ones in k M .q n q I j J
Ž . y1 y1By 3.5 , D , D commutes as D D , D D , where D , D are ele-Ä Ä Ä ÄJ I I J I J
w x w x w xments of k M ; k M ; k GL , the matrix bialgebraq I j JyI l J q I j J q I j J
w xgenerated by a , i g I j J y I l J, j g 1, 2 s and D is the determinanti j
Ä Ä Ä Äw xof maximal rank in k M . Since I l J s B, I ) J by Theoremq I j JyI l J
Ž .2.19 we have
N
iys y1q D D ’ q y q D D ,Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄÝ ÝI J K C ŽK .
ÄJis0 Ä ÄŽ Ž ..K , C K gCi
Äwhere N is the length of the standard tower for J in I j J. By Proposi-
Ž .tion 2.21
N
iys y1q D D ’ D D q q y qŽ .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÝI J J I
is1
=
Ž . Ž .yl s yl sÄ ÄK C ŽK .yq D D .Ž . Ä ÄÝ K C ŽK .o r d o r d
ÄJÄ ÄŽ Ž ..K , C K gCi
Since D is central element we can write
qysD Dy1D Dy1 ’ D Dy1D Dy1Ä Ä Ä ÄI J J I
N
i Ž . Ž .yl s yl sy1 Ä ÄK C ŽK .q q y q yqŽ .Ž .Ý Ý
ÄJis1 Ä ÄŽ Ž ..K , C K gCi
=D Dy1D Dy1 .Ä ÄK C ŽK .o r d o r d
Ž .By 3.5 we have the result.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 3.7 . The commutation relation for D , D . I s 135 ,135 234
Ž .  4  4  4J s 234 , I j J s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , I l J s 3 . I j J y I l J s 1, 2, 4, 5 ,
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .s s 2, I s 24 , J s 15 . The standard tower for J s 15 is given by
Ä Ä Ä ÄJ s J s 15 ) J s 14 ) J s 12 , s s 24 , s s 45Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 0 1 2
ÄJ0C s 12 , 45Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
Ä ÄJ J1 1C s 14 , 25 , C s 12 , 45Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1
Ä ÄJ J2 2C s 15 , 42 , C s 14 , 25 , 12 , 54 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1
ÄJ2C s 12 , 45Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
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y2 y1 w xq D D ’ D D q q y q D D q D DŽ .24 15 15 24 14 25 12 54
2y1q q y q D D ,Ž . 12 45
Ž .that is, according to Proposition 2.21 ,
y2 y1 y1q D D ’ D D q q y q D D y q D DŽ .24 15 15 24 14 25 12 45
2y1q q y q D D .Ž . 12 45
Hence
y2 y1 y1q D D ’ D D q q y q D D y q D DŽ .234 135 135 234 134 235 123 345
2y1q q y q D D .Ž . 123 345
È4. QUANTUM PLUCKER RELATIONS
We want to give an analogue of the classical Plucker relations.È
Ž . nDEFINITION 4.1 . Consider the n-dimensional free module V s R
w x  4over the ring R s k M . Let e be the standard basis for V andq n i 1F iF n
 U4 Ue the standard dual basis for V . Definei 1F iF n
H sV s msVr e m e y qe m e , e m e , 1 F i - j F nŽ .q i j j i i i
H sV U s msV Ur eU m eU y qy1eU m eU , eU m eU , 1 F i - j F n.Ž .q i j j i i i
We will indicate the products in H sV and H sV U with the same symbolq q
H. As in the commutative case we have that
H r V s span e n ??? n e , 1 F i - ??? - i F n 4q R i i 1 r1 r
H r V U s span eU n ??? n eU , 1 F j - ??? - j F n. 4q R j j 1 r1 r
 U U4  4 Ž UNotice that e n ??? n e is the dual basis of e n ??? n e : e nj j i i j1 r 1 r 1U .Ž .??? n e e n ??? n e s d .j i i Ž j ??? j ., Ž i ??? i .r 1 r 1 r 1 r
Let v s ¤ n ??? n ¤ with1 n
a a11 1 r
. .. .¤ s ??? ¤ s ,1 r. . 0  0a an1 nr
where the a satisfy the Manin relations. In this casei j
v s D1 ??? r e n ??? n e q D1 ??? r e n e ??? n e12 ??? r 1 r 13 ??? r 1 3 r
q ??? qD1 ??? r e n ??? n e .ny r ??? n nyr n
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Ž .Obser¤ation 4.2 . Let v be defined as above. Consider the two maps,
f v : V ‹ H rq1V c v : V U “ H ny rq1V UŽ . Ž .q q
U U U¤ ‹ v n ¤ ¤ ‹ ¤ n v .
vU is obtained from v through the identification H ny r V U ( H r V, afterq q
fixing the n-form e n ??? n e . This pairing is non-degenerate, ¤ ??? ¤1 n 1 n
U U U  4form a basis for V and ¤ ??? ¤ form a basis for V since the matrix a1 n i j
is invertible. Using such a basis we have that the linear homomorphisms
Ž . Ž .f v and c v are given by the matrices
f v s 0 A , c v s B 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N , r N , nyr M , r M , nyr
N s dim H rq1Vq
M s dim H ny rq1V U ,q
where 0 denotes a null matrix with n rows and m columns and A, Bn, m
are suitable matrices over R of the specified orders.
Ž . Ž w Ž .x.THEOREM 4.3 Quantum Plucker Relations for k G r, n . LetÈ q
v, f, c as abo¤e. Then:
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..i ker f v annihilates ker c v .
Ž . Ž t Ž .. Ž t Ž ..ii Im f v annihilates Im c v .
Ž . Ž t Ž .Ž ..Ž t Ž .Ž . rq1 U nyrq1iii f v a c v b s0 for all agH V and bgH V.q q
Proof. This is immediate from the previous proposition using the given
Ž . Ž .matrices for f v and c v .
Ž .We will refer to the relations iii as quantum Plucker relations inÈ
Ž w x.analogy with the commutative case see 8 . Under the specialization
q s 1, the quantum Plucker relations go over to the classical PluckerÈ È
relations.
w Ž .x5. PRESENTATION OF THE RING A G r, nq
Ž .  Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 5.1 . Let's consider the local ring A s f q rg q Nq
Ž . 4 Ž . ² :g 1 / 1 ; k q . Define A a as the free tensor algebra over A withq i j q
generators a 's. We can define, as we did in Section 1, the matrixi j
w x ² :bialgebra A M as A a rI and the two Hopf algebrasq n q i j M
w x w x 1 ??? nA SL s A M r D y 1Ž .q n def q n 1 ??? n
² : 1 ??? nw x w xA GL s A M T r D T y 1, a T y Ta .Ž .q n def q n 1 ??? n i j i j
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w Ž .xDefine A G r, n , the A -quantum grassmannian, as the subalgebra ofq q
w x 1 ??? rA SL generated by D , 1 F i - ??? - i F n. Observe that for q s 1q n i ??? i 1 r1 r
w Ž .x w Ž .xthis is the ring k G r, n . Observe also that A G r, n is a homogeneousq
w xspace. There is in fact a coaction of A SL given by the comultiplicationq n
Ž Ž ..see Proposition 1.4 .
w Ž .xWe want to give a presentation of the ring A G r, n in terms ofq
generators and relations.
Ž . w Ž .x w xRemark 5.2 . Notice that the rings A G r, n and A SL are bothq q n
torsion-free over A .q
Ž . ² :LEMMA 5.3 . Let 's consider the homomorphism c : A l “q I
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .A G r, n , c l s D . Then ker c is an homogeneous ideal.q I I
Proof. Let's consider:
f
² : w xA l “ A Mq I q n
l ‹ D .I I
Ž .ker f is an homogeneous ideal since I is. In fact look at r s ÝbM I ??? I1 s
Ž . X ² : XD ??? D g ker f . This means that r g A a , r s Ý fI I q i j I . . . I1 s 1 s
D . . . D g I . Since I is an homogeneous ideal each homogeneoussI I M M1 s
component of rX is in I hence each homogeneous component of r is inM
Ž .Ker f . Notice that homogeneity of some polynomials in the D s' inI
² :A a , with respect to D or a , is a completely equivalent notion.q i j I i j
w x w xLet's consider the map p: A M ‹ A SL . Obviously c s p ? f. Weq n q n
Ž . Ž .want to show ker f s ker c . This amounts to saying that
1 ??? r ² :D y 1 l f A l s 0,Ž . Ž .1 ??? r q I
Ž 1 ??? r . w x 1 ??? rwhere D y 1 is the two-sided ideal in A M generated by D y 1.1 ??? r q n 1 ??? r
² :If we look at these as in A a ,q i j
1 ??? r ² :D y 1 l f A l ; I .Ž . Ž .1 ??? r q I M
Ž 1 ??? r . Ž ² :.Let x s Ý b D ??? D g D y 1 l f A l . DivideI F ??? F I I ??? I I I 1 ??? r q I1 s 1 s 1 s
Ž .each b by the highest power of q y 1 dividing the gcd of theseI ??? I1 s
coefficient. If we set q s 1 we get a contradiction.
Ž .THEOREM 5.4 .
² :A G r , 2 r ( A l rI ,Ž .q q I GŽ r , 2 r .
Ž .where the l are indeterminates, I s i ??? i , 1 F i - ??? - i F n, andI 1 r 1 r
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I is the ideal generated by the relationsGŽ r , 2 r .
N
i XŽ . Ž .yl s yl syr y1 L L
Xq l l s l l q q y q yq l lŽ .Ž .Ý ÝJ I I J L Lo r d o r d
X Iis1 Ž .L , L gCi
I l J s B, I - J
N
i Ž . Ž .yl s yl sys y1 Ä ÄL Kq l l sl l q q y q yq l lŽ .Ž .Ý ÝJ I I J L Ko r d o r d
Äis1 KÄ Ä ÄŽ Ž ..K , LsC K gCi
I l J / B, I - J
tf v a tc v b s 0, a g H rq1V U , b g H ny rq1VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž q q
Ž .where all the symbols appearing in the equations ha¤e been defined in 2.19 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .2.20 , 3.5 , 4.3 . Note. f v and c v in this context ha¤e to be intended
Ž . Ž .as the functions f v and c v where we replace the determinants D 's withI
.the indeterminates l 's.I
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
f 6




f1 6² : k G r , 2 rk l Ž .I
where the vertical maps are the specializations at q s 1 and
c l s D , c l s D1Ž . Ž .I I 1 I I
Ž 1. Ž .with D resp. D denoting the quantum resp. classical determinants.I I
The horizontal maps are surjective. Let J be the kernel of c and IGŽ r , 2 r .
Ž .the two-sided ideal generated by the commutation relations C and the
Ž .Plucker relations P . We know that J is homogeneous while I isÈ GŽ r , 2 r .
trivially homogeneous. I ; J and we wish to show that I s J.GŽ r , 2 r . GŽ r , 2 r .
Fix a degree m and let the suffix m denote the homogeneous compo-
Ž .nent of degree m in the l 's and D 's . Let M be the number ofI I
monomials in l of degree m. Then considering the basis of such monomi-I
als we have
² : M ² : MA l , A , k l , k .Ž . Ž .ŽŽ q I q Im m
We have
I ; J .Ž .GŽ r , 2 r . mm
We now make some observations.
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Ž . Ž Ž² :.I A l is torsion-free as a module over A because it is free;q I m q
Ž w Ž .x.A G r, 2 r is also torsion-free as an A -module because it is aq m q
w x Žsubmodule of A SL . It follows from the second of these that asq n
Ž Ž² :. Ž w Ž .x. . Ž Ž² :.A l rJ , A G r, 2 r that if f g A and ¤ g A lq I m m q m q q I m
are such that f¤ g J , then ¤ g J .m m
Ž . Ž . Ž .II The specialization q s 1 maps I onto ker c while itGŽ r , 2 r . m 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .maps J into ker c so that both J and I map onto ker c .m 1 m m GŽ r , 2 r . m 1 m
Let
b1 , b1 , . . . , b11 2 B
Ž .be a basis for ker c and let1
a , a , . . . , a1 2 A
be a set of monomials such that
a , a , . . . , a , b1 , b1 , . . . , b11 2 A 1 2 B
Ž ² :.form a basis of k l . ClearlyI m
A q B s M .
Select elements
b , b , . . . , b1 2 B
Ž . 1in I such that b specializes to b . We regard the a as monomialsGŽ r , 2 r . m j j j
Ž ² :.in A l also.q I m
The argument now depends on three key facts.
Ž .1 a , a , . . . , a are linearly independent o¤er A mod J . Otherwise1 2 A q m
there are f , not all zero, in A such thatj q
f a q ??? qf a g J . 1Ž .1 1 A A m
Ž . Ž .In view of I we can divide 1 by the largest power of q y 1 that divides
Ž .all the f and so assume that for some j, we have f 1 / 0. Then, inj j
² :k l ,I
f 1 a q ??? qf 1 a s 0,Ž . Ž .1 1 A A
Ž .where some f 1 / 0. This contradicts the linear independence of mono-j
² :mials in k l .I
Ž . Ž ² :.2 a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b form a basis for A l o¤er A .1 2 A 1 2 B q I m q
Each of the a , b is a linear combination of the monomials. The coeffi-j p
cients thus form a M = M matrix
G s gŽ .i j 1Fi , jFm
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Ž .of elements g of A . To prove 2 we must only show that the determi-i j q
nant of this matrix is a unit in A . Since the specializationsq
a , a , . . . , a , b1 , b2 , . . . , b11 2 A 1 2 B
² :form a basis for k l , we haveI
det G 1 / 0.Ž .
But this means that det G g A=.q
Ž . Ž .3 J s I s A -span of b , b , . . . , b . Clearlym GŽ r , 2 r . m q 1 2 B
J > I > A b .Ž . Ým GŽ r , 2 r . q jm
1FjFB
Ž .Let ¤ g J . By 2 we have, for suitable a , b g A ,m i j q
¤ s a a q b b .Ý Ýi i j j
1FiFA 1FjFB
Ž .But, by 1 , the a are linearly independent mod J . Hence all the a mustj m i
be 0. So ¤ s Ý b b .J j j
Ž . w Ž .xRemark 5.5 . A presentation of A G r, n can be obtained fromq
Ž . Ž .Theorem 5.1 using the method described in Observation 1.7 , which is
still valid in this context.
Ž .Remark 5.6 . The problem of giving a presentation for the ring
w Ž .xk G r, n of the k -quantum grassmannian is still open. If one can showq q
that det G above is a power of q, the argument of the proof of Theorem
Ž .5.4 will show that the theorem is valid over k .q
In some particular cases one can prove the result directly by computa-
tion.
Ž . w Ž .xEXAMPLE 5.7 . k G 2, n .q
² :k G 2, n ( k l rI ,Ž .q q i i GŽ2 , n.1 2
Žwhere I is the two-sided ideal generated by the relations - refers toGŽ2, n.
.lexicographic ordering
qy1l l s l l , i i - j jŽ . Ž .j j i i i i j j 1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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with i , i , j , j not all distinct. If i , i , j , j are all distinct,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
qy2l l s l l , i - i - j - jj j i i i i j j 1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
qy2l l s l l q qy1 y q l l , i - j - i - jŽ .j j i i i i j j i j i j 1 1 2 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
y2 y1 y1q l l s l l q q y q l l y q l lŽ .j j i i i i j j i j j i i j j i1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
2y1q q y q l l , i - j - j -iŽ . i j j i 1 1 2 21 1 2 2
l l y qy1l l q qy2l l s 0, i - i - j - j . pŽ .i i j j i j i j i j i j 1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
Ž .The set of relations labeled p are the quantum Plucker relations.È
This example is interesting on its own from a physical point of view.
Ž .Classically the grassmannian manifold G 2, 4 contains an open affine
dense subspace called the big cell that can be identified with the complex
Ž w x. Ž .Minkowski space see 9 . Hence the deformation of G 2, 4 leads natu-
rally to a deformation of the complex Minkowski space and the ) map
Ž .defined in 3.3 allows us to proceed to define a deformation of the real
Minkowski space. Both the real and the complex quantum Minkowski
spaces turn out to be homogeneous spaces for suitable quantum groups
Ž w x.for more details see 5 .
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